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Abstract. - The (ü-languages R» such that (1) Pref(7?(O)i?u) = 7?tû, (2) Suî(R(ù) = R<ù or (3) Pref^R")
Suf (R*) = R* are characterized via properties of the language Stab (R0) = { u e S* : u Rw <= R°} and
via proper ties of (O-generators ofR®. Nicely, each characier ïzation for (1) provides one for (2) and
(3) by replacing "prefix" by "suffix" and "factor", respectively. Moreover (3) characterizes the
(ö-languages R™ which are left (à-ideals in
AlhÇ)
Résumé. - Les a-languages R<* tels que (1) Pref(^(û)i?û> = R°, (2) Suf(iT) = 7PB on (3) PreftR")
Suf (Ra) ~ Ra sont caractérisés au moyen de propriétés du langage Stab (Ra) = { w G D* : u R® cz Rm }
et au moyen de propriétés des (ù-générateurs de R&. Toute caractërisation pour (1) fournit une
caractèrisation pour (2) et (3) en remplaçant «préfixe » pour « suffixe » on «facteur », selon les
cas. De plus (3) caractérise les ^-langages R™ gui sont des (û-idéaux à gauche de Alph (R™).

0. INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we study properties of co-languages over a fini te alphabet S.
An intuitive motivation may be found in regarding co-languages as infinité
behaviours of process (cf. [2]). In this way, E is a set of actions. Moreover
the processes are assumed to be controlled by a manager while the users can
only observe the séquences of actions. We shall use this interprétation in the
sequel.
First we study the behaviour of a process when an interruption arises:
could the manager restart the process without "disturbing" the users, that is,
without asking the users to forget the séquence already seen? Hence the
manager is interested in the rebooting points, that is, the points where the
process may be restarted as if it was in the initial state, but without cancelling
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the action séquence already performed. In other words, given the ©-language
L of acceptable behaviours of P, we find the préfixes x of L such that the ©language x L is contained in L. That leads us to consider the greatest language
X such that XL=^L. In particular, languages or co-languages L such that
Pref(Z,)L = Z where Pref(L) is the set of all préfixes of L are very convenient
for the manager. Such languages or ©-languages L are said to be rebootable.
Next, we consider the following situation: a process P is active and a new
user arrives. Then the manager has to find the access points, that is, the
points x such that the end of any acceptable behaviour beginning with x
remains in L. In other words we are interested in the greatest language X
included in Pref(L) such that X'1 L~L. So the accessible ©-languages are
convenient for the manager: they are defined by Pref(L)~1L = L. They are
called the suffix-closed ©-languages [7].
Finally, we consider the ö>languages having both features, being rebootable
and suffix-closed. They are characterized by the following property: one can
substitute any prefix of L for any other one without changing the membership
to L. Such co-langages may be called prefix-switchable. This notion is an
extension of the one of absolute ly ciosed (o-languages [7] where the condition
Pref(L) = £* is added.
In this paper, the results concern mainly ©-power languages L, that is, ©languages of the form R& for some language R. Counterexamples show that
these results do not hold without assuming that L is an ©-power language.
The different charactarizations for the ©-languages R™ are only based on
properties of languages. In this way, the stabüizer Stab(7?M) of R® introduced
in [14] as the set {ueX* : uR^czR™} works well Indeed each property of Ra
is characterized bu a corresponding property of Stab (7^). So the characterizations state:
R™ is rebootable iff Stab (jRtó) is prefix-closed;
K» is suffix-closed iff Stab (R") is suffix-closed;
Rm is a left co-ideal iff Stab (Rm) is factor-closed.
Furthermore, we note that when an œ-language L is not an co-power
language, the stabüizer of L gives no longer reliable characterizations. On
the other hand, by considering only regular ©-languages R° (and even deterministic regular co-languages Rï* for the first characterization below), we link
properties of R® with properties of ©-generators of Ra in the following way:
Rm is rebootable iff 2?*= G* for some language G such that Pref(G)(7 = G;
Rtö is suffix-closed iff R<Ù = G<Ù for some language G such that Suf(G)G = G;
R& is a left ©-ideal iff R° = G* for some language G such that Fact (G)G=^G;
or equivalently iff RfO=Gtû for some ideal G.
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In the non-regular case, we do not y et have resul ts.
The paper is organized as follows. After recalling définitions and notation
(Part 1), we study the rebootable co-languages (Part 2), next we study the
suffix-closed co-languages (Part 3). In Part 4, left co-ideals are investigated
first as rebootable and suffix-closed co-languages, then using finitary ideals,
and finally via their syntactic monoids.
1. PRELIMINARIES

Let E be an alphabet. E* and Eœ are the sets of all finite words and of all
co-words over E, respectively. Let L be a subset of a set S. The complement
of L is denoted by CL. The union set E* U Etó is denoted by E00. The empty
word is denoted by s and the language E * \ { e } is denoted by E + . Subsets
of E*, Ew and E00 are called languages, co-languages and oo-languages,
respectively. The set of letters which occur in an oo-language L is denoted by
Alph(L). Let w, v be two words e E00. As usual uv dénotes the concaténation of
u and v. Let I b e a language, and let Y be an oo-language. XY dénotes the
set {uveL™ :ueX and veY} and X'1 7 dénotes the set { we E00 : uwe Y for
sortie ueX). Let L be an co-language. UP(L) dénotes the co-language of all
ultimately periodic co-words of L, that is, UP(L) = {weL:w — uv™ for some
u, î ; i n E + } .
Let we E00 and ZgE 0 0 . A word v is a prefix of u if uev E00. Let Pref (w)
dénote the set of all préfixes of M, and let Pref (JQ- U Pref (u). An co-word
v is a suffix of u if we E* v. Let Suf (M) dénote the set of all suffixes of u, and
let Suf(JSQ= U Suf (w). The language Fact(*) of the factors of X is the
ueX

language Pref (Suf (X)). X is said to be prefix-closed, suffix-closed or factorclosed if Pref (X) = X, Suf (X) = Xov Fact (X) - X, respectively.
Let .RgE*. The language X is a left-ideal, a right-ideal or an idéal in R if
RXg^X, XR^X or RXR^X, respectively. R is a prefix-free language (or
prefix code) if # E + C\R=0- R is a sémaphore code if R = X* S\I,* SZ +
for some nonempty set S<iE + [3]. R is an ifl-code if every co-word has at
most one factorization over R [16].
The adhérence Adh (R) of R is the co-language {we?,™: Pref (w) g Pref (L) }
[10, 4]. Recall that every adhérence is a closed set for the usual topology in
£". The limit Lim (R) of R is the co-language { w e Etó : Pref (w) DR is infinité}.
For every language J RgE + , the co-power Rm of R is defined by
10
R — [ux . . . un . . . :u n eR for each n}. An co-generator of R™ is a language
(?£E + such that Ga = Ra. An co-generator G of R™ is said to be minimal if
vol. 26, n° 1, 1992
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no proper subset of G is an œ-generator of Rm. The stabilizer Stab (L) of an
œ-language L is the language {weE*:wL<=L} [14]. Cleariy the language
Stab(Z) is a submonoid of Z*.
A finite automaton over E is a quintuple sé = (E, Q, 8, S, F) where Q is
the (finite) set of states, S^Q is the set of initial states, F^Q is the set of
accepting states, and S is the next state relation, that is, a function from
g x E into 2Q. The automaton sé is said to be deterministic if 5 is a
singleton and 8 is a function from g x S into Q, A run of sé on an co-word
w1 . . . wn . . . is an œ-word q0 . . . qn . . . in g** such that qoeS anc* f° r e a c n
n, qn+1ed(qn, wn). For any run r, let Inf(r) be the set {q^Q'q = qn for
infinitely many n}. An œ-word w is said to be recognized by sé if
Inf(r) C\F^0 for some run r of sé on w [5], The (û-language Büchi-recognized by sé is the set of ail co-words recognized by sé. Such œ-languages are
said to be regular. Recall that the deterministic automata are less powerful
than the nondeterministic ones for this recognizing mode. Every œ-language
recognized by some deterministic automaton is called a deterministic œlanguage. An œ-language is deterministic iff it is the limit of some
language [8].
Let L be any œ-language. We use the syntactic congruence of L in E*
defined in [1] by u&u' iff for every v, wu w2 in X*, we have (1) wx uw2v<ûeL
iff w1uw2v<ûeL and (2) v(uw2)aeL iff v(u'w2yùeL. The set £?Jf(L) of«classes is a monoid, called the syntactic monoid of L, which is finite if L is
regular [1], We dénote by n the morphism which associâtes each word with
its^-class. Note that this notion of syntactic monoid for œ-languages is
different from the one considered in [7].
2. REBOOTING

Let L be an œ-language. The language Stab(L) is the greatest solution of
the équation XL = L since Stab(L)= {weE* : uL<^L}. In this part, the goal
is to criaracterize the œ-languages such that Pref (L) is the greatest solution
of this équation, that is, such that Stab (Z,) = Pref (L).
2.0: Let r g E 0 0 . Y is said to be rebootable if Pref (Y) Y= 7.
If L is regular, then Stab(L) is a regular and constructible language. That
is, given an automaton which recognizes L, one can construct an automaton
recognizing Stab(L) [12]. Hence, one can décide whether L is rebootable.
From now on, we consider only œ-power languages. We try to characterize
those œ-power languages R* which are rebootable via properties of the
DÉFINITION
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stabilizer of R° and via properties of ü)-generators of R°. We need the
following lemmas.
LEMMA

2.1: Let R g S + and let LgZ 0 0 . TTiert L^RL implies L^

Proof: Let weL. Then w = r1wl for some /^e^R and w1eL. In this way,
one can constuct a séquence of words rteR such that rx , . . rtwt = w for
every /. Hence Pref (w) = Pref (rx . . . rt . . .), that is w= rx . . . rt . . . •
LEMMA 2.2.: Let R* be an (o-power language, and let G be any ^-generator
of R*. Then the language G\G(Stab(Rm)\{z})
is also an (ù-generator of

ir.
Proof: Let us dénote G1 the language G \ G ( S t a b ( i T ) \ { e } ) . As G'cG,
a
G ^ g G <o N o w a s G çG'UG'Stab (/?"), GG™ ç (G' U G'Stab (ü")) G . Hence
G" £ G' Gra since Stab (i?œ)) Gw g GM. Thus Gra g Gf(ù by the previous lemma. •
In the gênerai case, the languages G \ G ( S t a b ( i T ) \ { s } ) are not minimal
©-generators of R°. However, whenever R* is rebootable, they are ifl-codes
and therefore minimal ©-generators of R*. Hence one can states the following
result.
2.3: Let Rw be a rebootable (o-language. Then each (o-generator
of R* contains an ^-generator of R* which is an ifl-code.
In other words, whenever R° is rebootable, all minimal œ-generators of
R* are ifl-codes. Of course, this condition is necessary but not sufficient. The
set R = ab is a counterexample. A first characterization of the rebootable
(o-languages is given below.
PROPOSITION

PROPOSITION

2.4: Let R be a language in Z+ . The following conditions are

equivalent:
(i) R° is a rebootable (ù-language.
(ii) Stab^ 10 ) is a prefix-closed language.
Proof: The implication (i)=>(ii) is immédiate since Stab(JRœ) = Pref(JR<û).
Conversely, we have R+^Stab(Rù)
and Pref(^tö) = Pref(i?+). Hence
Pref (R») g Pref (Stab(IT)). And since Stab (TT) is prefix-closed,
Pref(2r)gStabCRœ). As Stab (/T) g Pref (R»), K» is rebootable. •
Remarks: (1) For any co-language L, the fact that L is rebootable implies
that Stab(L) is prefix-closed. However, the converse does not hold. As an
example, let L be the ca-language a* b&. Then Stab (L) = a* which is a prefixclosed language. While L is not rebootable.
vol. 26, n° i, 1992
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(2) Of course, if R is a prefix-closed language, R* is a rebootable colanguage. While Ra may be rebootable without any co-generator being rebootable. Indeed, let R be the language a*b. Then R* is rebootable. However,
every prefix-closed œ-generator of R° would contain the letter a, this is a
contradiction!
2.5: Let R be a rebootable language in X+ . Then R* is a
rebootable (O-language.
PROPOSITION

Proof: if R is a rebootable language, R is a semigroup and thus
Pref (R°) = Pref (R). Hence JRM is rebootable. •
For the converse, we consider only the regular co-power languages. Note
that regular rebootable co-power languages may be nondeterministic, as shown
by the following example.
Example 2.6; Let R be the regular language ac(a*b)* + a. As
Freï(R+)R° = R», that is, R* is rebootable. On the other hand, it is easy to
verify that R* is not a de termini stic regular co-language.
LEMMA 2.7: Let R* be a deterministic regular (ù-language. There exists an
integer n such that for each (u-generator G ofRm, Stab (R*) Gn is an (ù-generator
of R*. Moreover, if sé is a deterministic automaton recognizing R* then n can
be chosen such that n—\ is the number of state s of sé,

Proof: For each integer n>Q, Gn g Stab (R°)G\ Hence G^
Now, let sé = (E, Q, {s}, T, ô) be a deterministic automaton Büchi-recognizing R», we dénote C a r d ( 0 + 1 by n. Given w e (Stab (Rm) G0)01, we can
write w — u1vl,,.uivi...
where for each z, uieFr&f(Rù) and vteGn. As
0
u1v1 . . . UtvfeR , for each i, the set

where Ex (5 (q, xx . . . xn)) dénotes the set { q' e Q : q = ô (q, x1 . . . xt) for some
zin { 1, . . ,9 «}}. Hence weRa. M
Thus for the deterministic regular co-power languages, we obtain the following characterization:
PROPOSITION 2.8: Let R* be a deterministic regular (ù-language. The following
properties are equivalent:
(i) R* is a rebootable (ù-language.
(ii) R° has a rebootable (ù-generator.
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Moreover, if R° is rebootable and recognized by a given deterministic finite
automaton s#, ihen from sé one can construct a finite automaton recognizing
a rebootable (ù-generator of R*.
Proof : The implication (ii)=>(i) is stated in Proposition 2.5. It remains
to prove the implication (i) => (ii). In view of Lemma 2.7, for any co-generator
G of Ra, Pref (K°)Gn is an to-generator of K» for some n. Furthermore,
Pref(i?œ)G"
is
rebootable.
Indeed,
we
have
the
equality
Pref(Pref(/T) Gn) = Pref (IT) and thus the equalities'
Pref (Pref (R°) Gn) (Pref (*œ) G") - Pref (R») (Pref (R>) Gn)
= (Pref (R») Pref (R*)) Gn = Pref (R») Gn
since Pref(i?œ) is equal to the monoid Stab^0*). Furthermore, we can construct regular w-generators of R* [12]. Hence we can construct regular rebootable co-generators of R*. M
3. SUFFIX-CLOSED œ-LANGUAGES K*

Given an co-language L, we consider the points of L where one can access
while remaining in L, that is, we fmd the préfixes x of L such that x~1 L g L .
This set of cancellable préfixes is { x e P r e f ^ ) : ^ " 1 L g L } and it is easy to
verify that it is equal to Stab(cL) f\ Pref(L). We are interested in co-languages
in which every prefix is an access point. Therefore, we investigate the colanguages such that Pref(L)c=Stab(cL).
3.1: Let L be an co-language in E*0. L is said to be suffix-closed
if (E*)" L = L, that is, if Suf (L) = L.
Let us note that (E*) " 1 L — L is equivalent to (Pref (L)) 'x L = L and that the
suffix-closed languages are characterized by the fact that Pref(L)<=Stab(cL).
Since Suf (R°) = Suf (R) R», it is immédiate that:
DÉFINITION
1

LEMMA 3.2: Let R be a suffix-closed language, then R* is a suffix-closed colanguage.
However, it may happen for some suffix-closed and deterministic regular
cö-languages R0 that R* has no suffix-closed co-generator, as shown by the
following example.

Example 3.3: Let R be the regular prefix-free language a* ba. As
Suf(i?) = i? + a+8, S\xï(R)R^R+. Hence, R» is suffix-closed. R* is obviously
regular. Furthermore, R° = Lïm(R+), that is, R* is deterministic [8]. However,
vol. 26, n° 1, 1992
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no co-generator of Rm is suffïx-closed. Indeed every co-generator would contain
a or b. Thus am or bm would belong to R®, a contradiction !
In other words, the suffix-closed oo-generators do not characterize the
regular suffix-closed co-languages R™. Instead, they are characterized via
suffix-closed languages by the following proposition.
PROPOSITION

3.4: Let R be a language in Z+ . The following proper lies are

equivalent:
(i) R™ is suffix-closed.
(ii) Stab (R») is suffix-closed.
Proof: Assume that R° is suffix-closed. Let ue Stab (R*). We have uR^^R»
and for any suffix u of u9 also u'Rù^Ra. Hence w'eStab(iH- Conversely,
as R^StubiK»), S u f ^ g S t a b ^ ) . On the other hand SufCRm) = SuftR)ir,
hence Suf (HT) g R*. •
Remark: If L is not an co-power language, the fact that Stab (L) is suffixclosed does not imply that L is suffix-closed. Consider L = a+ bm for example.
On the other hand, by définition, the fact that R® is suffix-closed implies
that Stab ('(R™)) H Pref (R™) is prefix-closed. Unfortunately this last condition
is not sufficient. Consider for example R = ba*, where Stab ('(R*)) D Pref^0*)
is reduced to the set {s}. Nevertheless, we shall see that it can be completed
to a sufficient condition.
3.5: Let R be a language in Z+ . If R™ is suffix-closed then each cogenerator of R™ contains a prefix-free (ù-generator of R*. Furthermore each
prefix-free (o-generator of R™ is contained in Stab ('(i^)) Pi Pref (iT).
LEMMA

Proof: Let G be an co-generator of R&. By Lemma 2.2 the language
i =G\G(Stab(i? t D )\{e}) is an cù-generator of R*. We prove that P is a
prefix-free language. Assume that there exist u and veP such that uu—v.
As M'H" s M" 1 OR"), we have u'R^^R™, that is, w'eStab(TT). Now, the
définition of P implies that u' = s. Hence P is prefix-free. Now, for each ueP,
R™Su-x (IT) g Suf (K») = R». Hence u'1 (Rm) = R", thus
>

P g Stab (C(R°)) D Pref (R»). M
In other words, if Rm is suffix-closed, then ail minimal co-generators of R°
are prefix-free languages. This condition is necessary, but not sufficient,
consider R = ab for example.
PROPOSITION

3.6: Let R be a language in E+ . The following properties are

equivalent:
(i) R» is suffix-closed.
(ii) Stab CC&^Pi Pref (R*) is prefix-closed and contains an œ-generator of
R*.
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Proof: If TT is suffix-closed, by Lemma 3.5 Stab(%Rœ)) f\ Pref^R01) contains an oo-generator of R». Furthermore, let w e S t a b f ^ ) ) O P r e f ^ ) and
let M'ePref(M). If u $Stab(%«")), u'weR* for some w e ^ ) . Since R°> is
suffix-closed, this is a contradiction! Hence Stab(cCRa)) H Pref(iT) is
prefix-closed. Conversely, let G be an co-generator of JR0, such that
Gg Stab ( c (ir))n Pref (iT). We have Suf (G01)^ Suf (G) G0 g (Pref (G)) " 1 G0.
Since Stab ('(K*)) H Pref (Ra) is prefix-closed, we obtain the inclusion
(Pref (G)) " 1 G" £ Gœ. Thus 7T = GT is suffix-closed.
•
Example 2.6 shows that regular œ-power languages may be nondeterministic. In contrast to this, for the regular suffix-closed oo-power languages we
have the following resuit.
3.7: Let R be a regular language in Z+ . If R^ is suffix-closed
then R™ is a deterministic regular (ù-language.
COROLLARY

Proof: By Lemma 3.5, Rça = piO for some prefix-free language P. Now since
P is prefix-free, P^^LimCP*). Hence 7?*° is regular and deterministic. •
Remark: If L is not an co-power language L may be suffix-closed, regular
and nondeterministic. Consider (a + b)* a™ for example.
Now we are able to characterize the regular suffix-closed co-languages R®
via their co-generators.
3.8: Let Rbe a regular language inE + . The following proper ties
are equivalent.
PROPOSITION

(i) Ra is suffix-closed.
(ii) R<ù = Gfùfor some language G such that Suf(G)G = G.
Moreover, if R™ is suffix-closed and recognized by a given deterministic finit e
automaton séy then from se one can construct a finite automaton recognizing
a suffix-closed (^-generator of K*.
Proof: If R° is suffix-closed, by Lemma 2.7 the language G - Stab (R™) Rn
is an w-generator of Ra for some computable integer n>Q. Now G satisfies
Suf(G)G = G. Indeed GgStab^®). Hence, in view of Proposition 3.4,
Suf(G)gStabCRœ). Thus Suf(G)GgStab(JR(û)G-G and so Suf(G)G=G.
Furthermore an automaton recognizing G can be constructed. If 7?tû=G<û
for some language G such that Suf (G) G = G, R® is suffix- closed
= Suf(G)G(û. •
vol. 26, n° 1, 1992
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4. LEFT co-IDEALS K*

Now we consider the eo-languages which are both rebootable and suffïxclosed. They are characterized by Pref(L)Suf(L) = L. In fact, we prove that
they are nothing but the absolutely closed œ-languages studied in [7]. Moreover in the case when L=7^ü>, they are exactly the left œ-ideals [7] of the
form K*. Then these co-languages Ra are characterized, first by using the
properties of being rebootable and suffix-closed, then via ideals of E*, finally
using the syntactic monoid of R° in the sense of [1].
DÉFINITION

4.1: [7] An œ-language L is said to be a left oo-ideal in E* if

E*L = L.
That is the equality Stab(Z0 = E* characterizes the left œ-ideals. Since
Stab (L) is a monoid, one can also note that L is a left co-ideal iff Stab (L) is
a left-ideal. Moreover, as in the case of languages, L is a left œ-ideal in
Alph (L) iff CL is a suffix-closed oo-language.
DÉFINITION 4.2: An œ-language L is said to be absolutely closed in E* if L
is both a left oo-ideal in E* and a suffix-closed co-language.
The following proposition characterizes the co-languages which are both
rebootable and suffix-closed.

4.3: Let L be an (o-language such that S = Alph(L). The
following properties are equivalent:
(i) Pref (L) Suf (L) = L.
(ii) L is absolutely closed in X*.
PROPOSITION

Proof: Assume that Pref(L)Suf{L)~L. As sePref(L), L is suffix-closed.
Now, given a letter x in E, since L is suffix-closed, xweL for some w e l "
And since L is rebootable, xeStab(L). Now as Stab(L) is a monoid, we
obtain Stab(L) = E*. That is L is a left-ideal in E* and therefore L is
absolutely closed in E*. The converse is obvious. •
Hence every ca-language L which is both rebootable and suffix-closed, is a
left cö-ideal in (Alph(L))*. Conversely, all left co-ideals L are rebootable since
Stab(L) = E* and E*L = L. However, they are not suffix-closed in gênerai.
For example, L = (a + b)* bam is a left œ-ideal with aw e Suf (L)L. In contrast
to this, the left œ-ideals of the form R& are always suffix-closed as stated in
the following lemma.
+

LEMMA 4.4: Let R be a language in E . If R™ is a left co-ideal then R™ is

suffix-closed.
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Proof: For every œ-word w in (L*)" 1 Rœ, there exists a word weH* such
that uweR*. Hence there exist a word z>eX* and an œ-word w'eZ 0 1 such
that w = vw'9 uveR+ and w'eR*. As i?w is a left co-ideal, one has vw'eK*. M
PROPOSITION

4.5: Let R be a language in Z + . The following properties are

equivalent:
(i) K* is a left (ù-ideal.
(ii) Ra is rebootable and suffix-closed.
(iii) StabC/H is factor-closed.
Proof: If i?œ is a left œ-ideal, Ra is rebootable. Moreover Ra is suffixclosed by Lemma 4.4. On the other hand, R® is rebootable and suffix-closed
iff Stab(i^œ) is factor-closed by Proposition 2.4 and Proposition 3.4.
Finally, If i?œ is rebootable and suffix-closed, i?M is a left œ-ideal by
Proposition 4.3. •
Remarks: (1) If R» is a left co-ideal, then c(Rm) is also a left co-ideal. The
converse does not hold. Consider R = a + ba for example.
(2) If L is not an œ-power language, (iii) does not imply (i). Consider
L = a*b(ù for example.
When i?w is suffix-closed, for each œ-generator G of JRW, suf (G+ ) is contained in Pref (G+). Hence, we have the following lemma.
LEMMA
m

G ofR

9

4.6: Let R™ be a suffix-closed (ù-Ianguage. Then for every ^-generator
we have Fact(G + ) = Pref(G + ).

4.7: Let R be a regular language in X+ . If R* is a left w-ideal then
R& is a deterministic regular (ù-language.
LEMMA

Proof: Since the left co-ideals R™ are suffix-closed œ-power languages,
Corollary 3.7 gives the results.
•
Remark: Some regular left cü-ideals may be nondeterministic. For example,
consider X*aœ.
Now, we can state characterizations for the regular left co-ideals R™ using
their œ-generators.
4.8: Let R be a regular language in S + . Then the following
properties are equivalent:
(i) i r is a left (ù-ideaL
(ii) R^^G^for
some language G such that Fact(G)G=G.
(iii) R® as a left idealfor (ù-generator.
PROPOSITION
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(iv) R° as an idéal for (o-generator.
Moreover, if R* is a ieft (o-ideal and recognized by a given deterministic finite
autamaton s#, thenfrom s$ one can construct a finite automaton recognizing an
(ù-generator G of R* such that Fact (G) G — G, G is a Ieft idéal or G is an
ideaL
Proof: (i)=>(ii) By Proposition 4.5, R* is rebootable and sufflx-closed.
Then Corollary 3.7 implies that R* is a deterministic reguiar ©-language.
Hence R(Ù = G<Ù for some language G such that Pref(G)G = G by
Proposition 2.8. Now Lemma 4.6 gives the implication.
(ü)=>(i) Fact(G)G = G implies Suf(G)G=G. Hence £* is a suffix-closed
©-power language, and thus it is a reguiar deterministic ©-language. Then
the equality Pref (G) G = G implies that the ©-language R? is rebootable.
(i) => (iü) By Proposition 2.7, each Ieft ©-ideal R* has a left-ideal E* ƒ for
co-generator.
(iii) => (iv) This implication cornes from the equality (E* 7)(0 = (E* ZE*)*,
(iv) => (i) If Ra = r for some ideal /, then R» is a Ieft ©-ideal.

•

Let us now consider the minimal co-generators of the Ieft œ-ideals i?01. Since
Stab(iîû>) = S*, every minimal ©-generator of R™ is a prefix code. More
precisely, in the case when Rm is the whole left-ideal E0*, the minimal œgenerators of R° are exactly the finite maximal prefix codes of E*, otherwise
we have:
4.9: Let R» be a Ieft o-ideal such that i T ^ E 0 . The minimal
(ù-generators of R* are exactly the infinité maximal prefix codes (O-generating
R».
PROPOSITION

Proof: Since Stab (R*) = E*, every minimal œ-generator G of Rw is a prefix
code. It remains to prove that G is maximal and infinité. Assume that G is
not maximal, that is, G + w is a prefix code for some u$G. As uv^eR* for
any v in R, u is a prefix of g or g is a prefix of u for some g in G, this is a
contradiction ! Furthermore G is infinité otherwise R* is closed [8] and then
it is the whole ©-language Etó. •
Conservely the fact that C is a maximal prefix code, does not imply that
C™ is a Ieft ©-idéal. For example, C = b + a*a is an infinité maximal prefix
code. However O0 is not a Ieft œ-ideal, indeed b^eC™ and ab^ÇC**. For the
sémaphore codes [3], which are particular maximal prefix codes, we have the
following characterization.
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4.10: Let R be a language in E+ . The foliowing properties are

equivalent:
(i) R» is a left (o-ideaL
(ii) R® = O 0 for some sémaphore code C.
Proof: The implication (i) => (ii) proceeds from Proposition 4.9. Conversely, let C be a sémaphore code. CZ* is a left co-ideal and
^ C ^ C L ^ C C S * ) 0 which is contained in C(CE*)(CS*) m . Hence
" ^ Cw, thus (CE*) W = C 0 . •
Rèmark: It may happen that some minimal œ-generators of an co-ideal Ra
are not sémaphore codes.
We end this part with a characterization of the regular left co-ideals Rm via
the syntactic monoid [1] of Rm. Note that the syntactic monoid of a left a>ideal Rw9 taken in the sense of [7] is trivial.
LEMMA

4.11: Let I be a regular ideal in E*. Then I is contained in a class of

Proof: Let v and v be two words el. For every u, W'GE* and
uvw E r iff uv w e F* and u (u' vf* and u (u v')™ e F*. Thus v and v are syntacticly
equivalent.
•
Now we have the following result which emphasizes that there exists always
one greatest ideal oo-generating 710, while F* has not necessarily one greatest
©-generator [12].
PROPOSITION 4.12: Let I be a regular ideal in E*. Then K(I) is the zero in
SfM (F) and K~ 1 (TE (/)) is the greatest ideal co-generating F.

Proof: By définition, n(I) is the zero in ïfJiiF). Moreover K~1(K(I))
is
an ideal and as I^n~1(n(I)),
F^(n~x (n(I)))(a. On the other hand for each
we£/P[(7t-1(TCW))e>], w = uvm for some u and ven'1 (rc(7)), since ^ " ^ ^ ( T ) )
is an ideal. Then w and v are syntacticly equivalent with any word in L Hence
uv^eF. Now as F and (TÏ;"1 (7i(7)))m are regular o-languages, we have the
equalityF = (n'1(n(T)))* [5]. •
PROPOSITION

4.13: Let R be a regular language. The following proper ties are

equivalent:
(i) R™ is a left œ- ideal.
(ii) ^^(R™)
R*.
vol. 26, n° 1, 1992
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Proof: If R° is a left œ-ideal, K* = Z0 for some regular ideal /. Hence, 71 (7)
is a zero in S^Jf(Rù) and rc"1^/)) is an œ-generator of JR". Conversely, if
ƒ is the zero of SfJt (R»), R* is left OD-ideal since n~1 (ƒ ) is a left co-ideal. •
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